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Abstract— A robust error concealment scheme using data
hiding which aims at achieving high perceptual quality of images
and video at the end user despite channel losses is proposed.The
scheme involves embedding a low resolution version of each image
or video frame into itself using spread spectrum watermarking,
and extracting the embedded watermark from the received video
frame and using it as a reference for reconstruction of the parent
image or frame, thus detecting and concealing the transmission
errors. Dithering techniques have been used to obtain a binary
watermark from the low resolution version of the image/video
frame. Multiple copies of the dithered watermark are embedded
in frequencies in a specific range to make it more robust to chan-
nel errors. It is shown experimentally that based on the frequency
selection and scaling factor variation, high quality watermark
can be extracted from a low quality lossy received image/video
frame. Furthermore, the proposed technique is compared to its
two-part variant where the low resolution version is encoded
and transmitted as side information instead of embedding it.
Simulation results show that the proposed concealment technique
using data hiding outperforms existing approaches in improving
the perceptual quality, especially in the case of higher loss
probabilities.

Index Terms— Image/video transmission, data hiding, digital
half-toning, error concealment, wireless video.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T HE transmission of images and video over wired and/or
wireless channels introduces multiple losses into the

transmitted data that manifest themselves as various typesof
artifacts. These artifacts degrade the quality of the received
image/video as they vary rapidly during the course of trans-
mission based on the channel conditions. Therefore, there is a
need for a good error concealment technique that can detect
and correct (or conceal) these errors better and display a
good quality image/video regardless of the channel conditions
[1]. In the case of video transmission over wireless channels,
adaptive error control that adapts to the approaches both atthe
transmitter and at the receiver has proven to be more effective
[2].
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Error concealment methods use spatial and temporal in-
formation to recognize that an error has occurred. Once an
error is detected, the received video stream is adjusted with
an attempt to recover the original data. A number of error
concealment techniques have been proposed in the literature
that use either statistical methods to detect and correct errors
(these are usually computationally intensive) or depend on
certain critical information from the transmitter, like the re-
synchronization markers, to detect these transmission errors.

In this paper, a new robust error concealment algorithm
which uses watermarking is proposed. Watermarking is usually
used to introduce some redundancy to the transmitted data with
little increase in its bit rate during implementation [3].

The basic idea of the proposed algorithm is as follows.
A frame of a video is wavelet transformed and the low-low
approximation coefficients (usually second or third order)are
then embedded in the frame itself during MPEG encoding. The
embedded data can then be error protected unequally such that
the mark signal embedded packets are given higher protection
against channel errors. At the receiver, the mark is extracted
from the decoded frame. The channel corrupted information
of the frame is then reconstructed using the embedded mark
signal. Specific areas lost through transmission are selected
from the reconstructed mark signal and replaced in the original
frame, thus enhancing its perceptual quality.1 This contribution
provides modified algorithms for implementation in video
transmission and high detail color extensions in case of wired
and wireless transmission scenarios. Also, a comparison of
the proposed technique to its two-part variant (where the low
resolution child image is encoded and transmitted as side
information) is provided along with an extensive analysis of
its performance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly
points out the previous work in error concealment where
similar/related approaches have been addressed. Section III
describes the proposed error concealment/reconstructionalgo-
rithm using data hiding. Section IV gives a detailed explana-
tion of the multiple scenarios under which the algorithm canbe
modified to make it more efficient. The simulations done using
the proposed technique and the obtained results are presented
in Section V. In Section VI, conclusions are drawn based on
the results and suggestions for further work are discussed.

1Preliminary results of the performance of the algorithm’s implementation
for wired transmission of images have been partially reported [4].
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II. PREVIOUS WORK

The use of data hiding as an error control tool was first
introduced by Liu and Li [5]. They extracted the important
information in an image, like the DC components of each
8×8 block, and embedded it into the host image. In the work
that followed, Liu and Li’s work formed the basis. Certain
key features were extracted from the image and these features
were encoded and data hidden in the original image either as
a resilience tool or for concealment [6]-[8].

Watermarking of error correcting codes was introduced by
Lee and Won [9]. Here, the parities generated by conventional
error control codes were used for watermarking sequence. A
region of interest (ROI) based coded bit stream embedding was
employed by Wang and Ji, where the ROI DCT bit stream is
embedded into the region-of-background wavelet coefficients
[10]. This technique gives better results when perception based
encoding is employed.

The concept was extended to video coding by Bartolini
et al. [11]. However, they used data hiding as a tool to
increase the syntax-based error detection rate in H.263 but
not for recovering or correcting lost data. Munadiet al.
extended the concept of key feature extraction and embedding
to inter-frame coding [12]. In their scheme, the most important
feature is embedded into the prediction error of the current
frame. However, the effects on motion vectors and the loss of
motion compensated errors were not addressed. Yilmaz and
Alatan proposed embedding a combination of edge oriented
information, block bit-length, and parity bits in intra-frames
[13]. They use a minimally robust technique of even-odd
signalling of DCT coefficients for embedding.

The problems with existing techniques are: (1) Only one or a
few selected set of key features are used for embedding. These
features may not necessarily follow the loss characteristics
of the channel employed. (2) They use transform domain
to encode the data that needs to be embedded, often DCT.
However, if losses occur on the DC coefficient or a set of
first few AC coefficients, the loss to the extracted reference
would be significant and therefore may lead to reduction in
concealment performance. (3) Almost all the techniques use
fragile or semi-fragile data embedding schemes which are
more susceptible to attacks. Our proposed technique avoids
two of the three problems by embedding half-toned version of
the whole reference image (instead of encoding its transform
coefficients). This way, loss or errors in the data will have
smaller and local effects on the reconstructed video. A possible
solution to the third problem will be addressed in a future
work.

A set of concealment techniques that do not use data hiding
while giving similar high levels of performance have been pro-
posed in the literature. Block based deterministic interpolation
models are used for reconstruction of missing blocks in either
spatial domain [14]-[16] (simplified edge extraction imposition
for obtaining the directional interpolation was considered in
[14] and [15] while projection onto convex sets was considered
in [16]) or spectral domain [17] (where lost DCT coefficients
are estimated based on spatial smoothing constraints). Li and
Orchard provided a good review of these techniques and
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the embedding algorithm.

proposed a set of block-based sequential recovery techniques
[18]. These work well in simplified loss scenarios where
successfully received data is assumed to be reconstructed
loss free. This is often not the case. A comparison of these
techniques with the proposed technique is provided in Section
V.

III. E RROR CONCEALMENT USING DATA HIDING

The proposed scheme can be divided into an embedding
part and a retrieval part. It should be noted that the proposed
technique does not overload the communication channel by
requiring feedback or any retransmission of damaged blocks.

A. The Embedding Part

The data hiding technique used here is a modified version
of the Cox’s watermarking algorithm [19]. Due to the limited
embedding capacity of the algorithm, it is practically not
feasible to embed the whole frame into itself [20]. In this
work, therefore, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and
dithering techniques have been used to reduce the amount
of data to be embedded such that the algorithm embeds
maximum information while still catering to the feasibility
issues. Wavelets have several properties that make them good
candidates for this application. Some of the important onesrel-
evant to this algorithm are: (1) The approximation coefficients
provide a good low-resolution estimate of the image, while
minimizing the aliasing artifacts resulting from the reduction
in resolution, and (2) The wavelet coefficients are localized,
such that a corruption of a coefficient through channel errors
has only local effect on the image. Dithering techniques make
it possible to generate binary images which look very similar
to gray level images. The technique employed here is Floyd-
Steinberg error diffusion dithering algorithm [21], [22].The
DWT approximation coefficients are half-toned before being
embedded.

The block diagram of the embedding algorithm is shown in
Fig. 1. The operation of the embedding part can be described
as follows. The 2-D DWT of the frame is first computed. A
second level DWT is performed again on the approximation
coefficients to obtain an image that is1

16
-th the size of

the original frame. A half-toned image, the marker, is then
generated from the reduced size image. One marker is used
for each frame. After the marker is generated, each pixel of
the marker is repeated4 times in a2× 2 matrix format. This
repetition operation allows the decoder to recover the marker
from the data in a more robust fashion.

Mathematically, the reduced size image generated for the
i-th frame,f i, can be represented asmi. Here, fi is of size
m × n and mi is of size m

4
× n

4
. The half-toning operation
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is performed onmi using a Floyd-Steinberg diffusion kernel
DFS given by

DFS =
1

16
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whereP is the current pixel position.DFS is typically applied
on each3 × 3 block of the reduced size image. The resulting
marker is denoted aswi. Each pixel ofwi is then repeated
in a 2 × 2 matrix format to formw̆i. Note thatw̆i is of size
m

2
× n

2
.

A zero mean, unit variance pseudo-noise image is then
randomly generated with a Gaussian distribution and a known
seed. A unique pseudo-noise image,pi, of size m

2
× n

2
is

generated for each frame of the video. For a generici-th frame
fi, of a video sequence, the final watermarkw̃i is obtained by
multiplying w̆i with the pseudo-noise image,pi:

w̃i = w̆i. ∗ pi (2)

where .∗ represents element-by-element multiplication. Note
that w̃i ∈ {0, 1}.

The computed DCT coefficients of the luminance channel
of the framefi are denoted asFi. The watermark,̃wi is then
scaled by a factorα, and added to a set of coefficients inFi

starting at the initial frequencies of(∆1, ∆2). The resulting
imageYi is given by

Yi(k + ∆1, l + ∆2) = Fi(k + ∆1, l + ∆2) + α · w̃i(k, l) (3)

wherek and l correspond to the pixel location in the spatial
domain and the coefficient location in the DCT domain. Here,
Yi(·, ·), Fi(·, ·), andw̃i(·, ·) represent the individual component
values of matricesYi, Fi, and w̃i, respectively. Note that
∆1 ∈ [0, m

2
] and∆2 ∈ [0, n

2
]. Yi is then inverse transformed,

encoded and transmitted.
In the proposed method, the final watermark is added only to

the mid-frequency DCT coefficients. The range of frequencies
where the watermark is inserted is strongly dependent on
the application. For the purpose of delivering a high quality
video through a channel, the mid-frequencies are a good
choice. Inserting the watermark in the low-frequencies would
cause visible artifacts in the image, while inserting it in
the high frequencies would make it more prone to channel
induced defects. Also, multiple copies of the marker can be
inserted sequentially with various initial frequencies tomake
the watermark more robust to channel errors. In this case,
the multiple copies are generated using independent randomly
generated pseudo-noise matrices.

B. The Retrieval Part

The block diagram of the retrieval technique is shown in
Fig. 2. The DCT coefficients of the luminance channel of the
received frameyri, denoted byYri, are computed as

Yri = DCT2(yri) (4)

whereDCT2 represents the 2-D DCT operation.
These coefficients are then multiplied by the corresponding

pseudo-noise imagepi. The pseudo-noise image generated is
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the retrieval algorithm.

the same as that at the transmitter side. It is tacitly assumed
that the receiver knows the seed for generating the pseudo-
noise image and the initial frequencies,(∆1, ∆2), where the
mark was inserted. An issue of concern with this assumption is
that it might lead to possible synchronization problems when
severe channel errors cause loss of frames. This can in turn
be handled by embedding the frame order numberi (similar
to the sequence number in packet transmission) into the frame
itself. The receiver side pseudo noise generator algorithmcan
be driven by the recovered value while the missing frames can
be detected using the missing frame order numbers.

The result of the multiplication, denoted asw̆ri, is averaged
over the4 pixels (2 × 2 matrix form) and the binary marker
is extracted by taking the sign of this average:

wri(k, l) = sgn

{

1

4
(λi(k, l))

}

. (5)

where

λi(k, l) =

2k
∑

k′=2k−1

2l
∑

l′=2l−1

Yri(k
′+∆1, l

′+∆2)·pi(k
′, l′) (6)

andYri(·, ·), pi(·, ·), andwri(·, ·) are the individual component
values of matricesYri, pi, and the extracted markerwri,
respectively. Note here that the values ofwri greater than0
are assigned a value of1 and those that are equal to or less
than 0 are assigned a value0 to make the resulting image
binary. Also note that while the size of̆wri is m

2
× n

2
, the size

of wri is m

4
× n

4
.

It has been shown that this approach enables a fairly large
amount of hidden data to be embedded without significantly
affecting the perceptual quality of the encoded image [4].
Once the binary marker is extracted, the reduced size image
is obtained by inverse half-toning the watermark.

Although a number of algorithms have been proposed for
inverse half-toning [23]-[25], the inverse half-toning algorithm
using wavelets proposed by Xionget al. [23] is employed
here because of its performance and ease of operation. This
process primarily involves edge extraction from the high
frequency components and edge preserving noise removal of
the low frequency components of the wavelet coefficients. A
discrete dyadic wavelet transform using ‘Haar’ wavelet (asa
perfect reconstruction filter) without sampling rate conversion
is employed to obtain back the processed smooth marker. The
whole operation can be represented as

m̂i = HT−1(wri) (7)

where HT−1 denotes the inverse half-toning operation and
m̂i is the extracted approximation ofmi.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the lossy wired transmission model.

A 2-D inverse DWT is performed on this smooth marker
to obtain an intermediate resolution imageĝi. The values of
m̂i form the approximation coefficients. Other high frequency
coefficients are assumed to be0 while computing the inverse
DWT.

ĝi = IDWT2(m̂i). (8)

Note thatĝi is of size m

2
× n

2
. It is then up-sampled by a

factor of 2 and passed through a low pass interpolation filter
to obtain anm×n image. The resulting imagêfi, is compared
with the current received frameyri to detect and conceal the
corrupted blocks by substituting the appropriate data.

The criterion for substituting the loss areas is different
for images and video. The substituted areas in images are
identified by packet-size blocks of lost data while in case
of video, these are located using motion vectors and MCER
values. An implementation issue here is that the marker needs
to be scaled before the appropriate areas are substituted. The
scaling can be either done throughout the image or only in the
localized areas where the frame experienced packet losses.A
global scaling constant is used when the image is globally
scaled. In case of local scaling, the different local scaling
factors are used based on the intensities of the surrounding
areas. Both approaches are explored and the results presented
in Section V.

IV. CASE STUDIES

In this section, three different extensions where the algo-
rithm can be extended with minor modifications are presented
and discussed. The extensions to the regular implementation
are: (1) Extension from wired to wireless transmission, (2)
Extension from gray scale to color images, and (3) Extension
from images to video. The various models that are adopted to
test the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm
in these three scenarios are also discussed.

A. Wired vs. Wireless transmission

The lossy wired model that has been adopted for implemen-
tation of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. The testing
of the algorithm can be easily performed at the IP level. The
embedded image is packetized with appropriate protection and
header information and transmitted.

At the router level, the following algorithm is implemented.
The channel (layered) header is decoded to check for a
match in the source, next hop, and destination IP addresses.
Then the packets are sorted into one of the multiple priority
queues based on the value ofpriority byte in the header. The
transmission from this point forward is based on the priority
of the packet and the current channel conditions. Only when
queue1 is empty, packets from queue2 are transmitted and so

p

q

1−q 1−pbad
state

good
state

Fig. 4. States of the adopted wireless simulation model.

on. According to this model, packet loss is introduced when
the queue buffer is full for each of the queues except for queue
1.

Once the packets are reordered based on their priorities, a
delay is created in the transmission according to predefined
latency values. The packets are then randomly dropped in
accordance with a known probabilistic distribution (Gaussian
in this case) which has a preset (controllable) mean and
variance. The remainder of the packets are forwarded to the
destination of a point-to-point network.

However, for wireless cases, the model in Fig. 3 does not
work due to the following reasons: (1) Wireless channel has
unpredictable variation with time, (2) Co- and cross-channel
interferences are not accounted for, and (3) Fading and power
losses are not considered in the current model. Apart from
these, the model used in case of wired transmission is adapted
for network traffic characteristics of Internet, typicallylike
network congestion, which is quite unlike the case in wireless
transmission.

A link layer modelling instead of network layer is adopted
for wireless channel transmission scenarios. A simple point-
to-point, two-state Markov chain, i.e., the Gilbert-Elliot model
as shown in Fig. 4, has been adopted for wireless transmission
scenarios [26]. The two states in this model can be considered
as thegood state andbad state or the receive state and the
loss state, respectively, with predefined probabilitiesp andq.
This means that the Markov chain is in thegood state if the
packet is received in time without any errors and is in thebad
state if the packet is lost during transmission due to latency
or bandwidth limitations of the channel.

The parametersp andq are called the transition probabilities
of the Markov chain between thegood and thebad states.
The transition matrix of this two-state Markov chain can be
represented as

M2 =

[

1 − q q

p 1 − p

]

(9)

The values ofp and q are quite apart with more emphasis
on thegood state. For a typical wireless channel, the values
of p andq would be around0.999 and0.001. Note here that
p + q = 1. Such a model is followed here for the wireless
channel simulations and the results are presented in Section
V.

B. Gray scale vs. Color

The algorithm can be extended to work in the case of color
image/video transmission. In this case, differences can beseen
not only in the algorithm implementation, but in the results
too. The variation in results and their analysis is presented
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in Section V while the implementation changes are discussed
here.

The half-toning technique used for gray scale image pro-
cessing is a simple feedback based loop as shown in Fig.
5. Here,DFS is the Floyd-Steinberg kernel given in (1) and
T (·, ·) is a threshold operation.xe[n] andye[n], the errors in
the n-th sample ofx[n] andy[n] respectively, are ”diffused”
back into x[n + 1] to x[n + 4] samples using a feedback
loop. This implementation gives a pretty good estimate of the
original gray scale image as a binary image.

For the case of color images/videos, we use color dithering
[27]. Here, the color space is divided into4 subspaces Cyan
(C), Magenta (M), Yellow (Y), and black (K). The original
RGB color imageS1 is converted into an CMYK imageS2new

using a transformation given by

S2old = 1 − S1

K = min
{

[S2old]
T
}

S2new = S2old − K (10)

where S1 = [R G B]T and S2 = [C M Y ]T . The black
valuesK are initially calculated usingold C,M ,Y values and
then, thenew C,M ,Y values are obtained by modifying the
old ones using theseK values. The error diffusion shown in
Fig. 6 is then applied to the CMYK images individually to
obtain a color half-toned image.

The block diagram of the generalized error diffusion algo-
rithm used for color image half-toning, shown in Fig. 6, is
quite similar to Floyd-Steinberg dithering technique in Fig. 5
except that it has another positive feedback loop [28]. The
sampley[n], created from threshold operation onx[n], goes
through a scaled lowpass filterA with a predefinedhysteresis

value h. Since the sample values after threshold process are
sharper in the CMYK space, this lowpass filtering operation is
required.A is chosen to be a3 × 3 lowpass filter to simplify
implementation with respect to the3 × 3 Floyd-Steinberg
kernelDFS . h is chosen to be0.5 in our implementation.

After the error-diffusion process, the image is converted
back to RGB color space by an approximate inverse of
the transformation defined in (10). The conversion can be
represented as:

S2new = S2old + K

S1 = 1 − S2new . (11)

Either the R, G, and B channels or the Y, Cb, and Cr channels
of the half-toned color marker signal can now be embedded
into the luminance component of the original image/video
frame. Each of these cases with individual and dependent
variations inα are considered and the results are presented
and analyzed in Section V.

C. Image vs. Video

There are several methods in which the previous algorithm
can be extended to video. Due to the facts that the algorithm
can be implemented on a frame-by-frame basis and the effects
of watermarking on motion vectors is minimal (shown later),
this algorithm can be employed in almost all of the currently
existing video communication codecs like MPEG or H.263.2

However, implementing the algorithm on a frame-by-frame
basis is practically not viable (even though it gives very high
PSNR values after reconstruction) because it increases thepre-
and post-processing complexity of the video transceivers.

A trade-off issue that needs to be considered is a reduction
in the pre- and post-processing complexity against the loss
of some efficiency of the error concealment that the algorithm
provides. We can achieve this trade-off in two ways. In the first
method, we exploit the motion vector information of the video
[29]. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the effect of embedding
the watermark in consecutive frames does not cause noticeable
differences to the motion vectors. Previous work also suggests
that any small effects that this process creates can be used to
enhance the error concealment at the receiver by coding and
transmitting these differences [30]. Hence, we can embed the
low resolution versions of the I-frames inside themselves with
little change in the motion vector information of the P- and the
B-frames provided the P-frames are embedded in themselves.

The effects of the algorithm on motion vectors can be seen
in Fig. 7. The originalk-th and (k +1)-th frames of theTable
tennis video are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively. Fig.
7(c) shows the original motion vectors between these two
frames, and Fig. 7(d) shows the effect of watermarking on
the motion vectors when the watermark is embedded only in
the k-th frame. Note that these effects are seen in the areas
(mid-frequency range of the frame) where the watermark is
embedded, specifically in the area of the table in this case.
Fig. 7(e) shows the effects of watermarking on motion vectors

2Implementation in H.263 is much more straight forward basedon the fact
that the algorithm can be extended to work for YUV (4:2:2) and (4:2:0) color
video frames.
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Fig. 7. (a) Originalk-th frame of table tennis sequence, (b) original (k+1)-
th frame, (c) motion vectors between the above frames, (d) motion vectors
when the watermark is embedded in only thek-th frame, (e) motion vectors
when the watermark is embedded in both the frames, and (f) difference in
motion vectors for (c) and (e).

when the mark is embedded in both the frames. This figure
shows that embedding in both frames removes the effects of
data hiding on motion vectors. Fig. 7(f) shows the difference
between Figs. 7(c) and (e).

However, this algorithm can only conceal the spatial er-
rors introduced in the transmission while the temporal errors
continue to be present. These latter errors in the video can
be easily reduced by a simple modification of the proposed
technique. Instead of embedding the I-frames in themselves,
we embed the low resolution version of the subsequent P-
frame in the current I-frame. This not only enhances the error
concealment at the receiver for the current and subsequent
P- and B-frames, but also preserves the motion information
by giving a reference for the prediction. For enhanced error
concealment in P- and B-frames, their motion vectors can also
be embedded along with the low resolution versions of the
frames. A disadvantage of this modification would be that it
does not take care of the loss of information in the I-frame
itself.

In the second method to achieve the processing-efficiency

trade-off, we can embed the non I-frames in the motion
vectors itself. Previous work suggests that an arbitrary one-
dimensional signal can be embedded into the motion vectors
of a video and recovered at the receiver without much loss
[31]. This can be adapted to the proposed algorithm such that
the watermark can now be embedded into the motion vectors
and can be recovered without much loss. To reduce the coding
overhead in this case, we can now embed every alternate P-
frame (instead of every P-frame) in the motion vectors that
correspond to the frame. These techniques have not yet been
explored and are under investigation.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The algorithm proposed in Section III with extensions
proposed in Section IV is implemented. For wired channel
transmission, conventional UDP protocol with packet loss is
considered, whereas a simulated point-to-point lossy linklayer
model is used for wireless cases. The following assumptions
are made for simplicity with regard to the implementation of
the algorithm: (1) The binary loss probability of the channel
is assumed to be constant for a given network bandwidth,
(2) The source transmission rate is assumed to be less than
the maximum channel bandwidth, (3) No re-transmissions
occur, and (4) Bit errors over successfully received packets
are negligible.

‘Haar’ wavelet is used for calculating the two-level approxi-
mate wavelet coefficients. For wired scenarios, the compressed
output stream is vectorized and multiplied with a vector that
is randomly generated using a Gaussian distribution. About
1000 varying packet loss simulations have been generated in-
dependently for each transmission and their statistical average
is taken to obtain the probability loss vector.

In the case of wireless transmission, the channel and its
losses are simulated using thens-2 simulator [32]. The power
levels for the wireless transmission are kept almost constant. A
constant fading is assumed for each of the packet transmissions
in the individual channels of a multichannel scenario. It should
be noted here that a standard CDMA2000 system [33] is
followed due to its efficiency of operation in the link layer
when compared to other wireless systems.

Table I summarizes the results of the experiment for wired
and wireless transmissions. In case of color images, the
Composite PSNR (CPSNR) is calculated at the receiver. The
symbol * indicates the images/video frames that are imple-
mented using the wired transmission simulations. Note thatthe
percentage improvement due to localized error concealmentin
the case of wireless transmission is much more pronounced
than in the case of wired transmission. For each value of im-
age/video frame, the PSNR of the received image (PSNRrec),
the PSNR of the error concealed image (PSNRerc), and the
PSNR of the local-scaled error concealed image (PSNRloc)
are noted.

When the received frame is error concealed using the
proposed algorithm, the scaling operation performed on the
concealed data blocks is fixed. Instead, if localized interpo-
lation is performed on the reconstructed blocks by consid-
ering the neighboring pixels that were correctly received,an
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM. PSNR (IN DB) FOR A

FIXED MEAN LOSS 15%AND VARIANCE 2.5%

Frame/Image PSNRrec PSNRerc PSNRloc % inc
Sail 19.4923 26.5968 29.6880 11.6
Cameraman* 19.8271 27.6852 28.9047 4.4
News 21.9273 27.2865 30.5244 11.9
Psycho 15.6776 25.4005 29.4129 15.8
Table tennis 16.8707 24.3020 27.6268 13.7
Flower 17.8046 21.6195 24.6611 14.1
Football 19.1367 27.7806 30.9214 11.3
Stefan 20.1159 26.5788 29.4279 10.7
Coastguard* 20.0866 25.6650 27.0271 5.3
Hockey 19.3017 24.3303 33.2081 36.5
Girl 18.1319 25.4701 31.7092 24.5
Frank 20.0172 23.0964 29.0501 25.8
Surf 18.1977 23.5479 30.4909 29.5
Gold hill* 18.0111 27.1874 28.4486 4.6

*wired cases

improvement in the visual quality of the restored frame is
observed (as can be seen in Table I).

A sample result for the wired transmission case is shown in
Fig. 8 for theCameraman image with the parameter values:α

= 3.6, mean loss probability =0.15, loss variance =2.5%. The
received frame had a PSNRrec = 19.83 and the error concealed
image had a PSNRerc = 27.69. These frames with the original
frame are shown in Figs. 8(a), (b) and (c). Fig. 8(d) has been
obtained by localized scaling error concealment. Here, the
error-concealed image is locally scaled by using a localization
kernel of size8 × 8 or 16 × 16 (based on the size of the lost
data area). The PSNR obtained by performing this localized
scaling operation on the error-concealed image is PSNRloc =
28.90. However, better results in terms of PSNR are expected
if the kernel size is varied.

In Fig. 9, a sample result for the wireless transmission
simulation are presented for theSail image with the parameter
values: α = 5, average loss probability =0.12, and loss
variance =5%. The received image had a PSNRrec = 19.30
(the value of19.4923 that is listed in the table is CPSNR, i.e.,
it is obtained for the color image). The original, received and
error-concealed images (PSNRerc = 28.17) are shown in Figs.
9(a), (b) and (c) respectively and the localized error concealed
image with8 × 8 kernel (PSNRloc = 29.91) is represented in
Fig. 9(d).

A sample set of25 iterations for error concealment and lo-
calized concealment algorithms onSail image (due to random-
ness in loss for wireless scenarios) is represented in Fig. 10
with variations in packet loss probability. As seen from these
simulations, the quality of the error-concealed image is much
better (approximately6−8 dB improvement) for all cases. The
localized error concealment algorithm achieved higher quality
(approximately2−3 dB over the error concealment algorithm).
Note that the improvements in the PSNR values increased with
increasing loss probabilities. The mean and standard deviations
of these curves are shown in Fig. 11. Note that the variation
of standard deviations was higher at lower packet losses and
lower at higher packet losses.

Since 4 copies of the marker are embedded in the im-
age/video frame, it can be extracted with high quality even

(a) (b) 

(a) (b)

(c) (d) 

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. (a) Original frame, (b) Received frame with mean lossprobability
= 0.15, variance =2.5%; PSNR =19.8271, (c) Error concealed frame;α
= 3.6; PSNR =27.6852, and (d) Localized scaling error concealed frame;
PSNR =28.9047.

at higher loss probabilities of0.4 − 0.6. The variation of
the watermark quality with the loss probability for the same
sample set of25 simulations is plotted in Fig. 12. The mean
and the standard deviations of the extracted watermark quality
are plotted in Fig. 13. Note that while the mean decreased,
the standard deviations increased non-linearly with increasing
packet loss probabilities. This suggests that the variation in
the decrease in extracted watermark quality is non-linear,i.e.,
the decrease in quality varies less at lower loss probabilities
and changes more at higher loss probabilities even with high
robustness. It can be shown that finding an optimum value of
the scaling parameter,α, might compensate for this non-linear
variation.

A. Scaling parameter variation

The value of the scaling parameterα is changed to vary
the strength of the embedded watermark. The parameterα in
this case defines the robustness of the watermark with respect
to channel errors. Asα increases, it not only enhances the
quality of the received marker, but also makes the embedded
watermark more visible thus reducing the quality of the
received image/frame. Hence, it is important to choose an
optimum value ofα such that there is a balance between
the quality of the received image/video frame and the amount
of the information embedded for the quality of the received
watermark to be high.

The results of the experiment withα variation can be seen
in Fig. 14. TheSail image in Fig. 14(a) is embedded with
α value of 1 while that in Fig. 14(b) is embedded withα
value of10 at the extreme case. The embedded signal content
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. (a)The original image, (b)The received image with mean loss
probability of0.12 and variance5% (PSNR=19.3003), (c) The error corrected
image using the data hiding algorithm withα = 5; (PSNR=28.1702), and (d)
The localized error corrected image with kernel size8×8; (PSNR=29.9137).
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the quality of the received frame vs. the error
concealed (EC) and the localized error concealed frames with variation in
loss probability for a sample set of25 simulations.
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Fig. 11. The mean and standard deviation of the curves in Fig.10.
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Fig. 12. The variation of the quality of the extracted watermark with
increasing packet loss probabilities for the same sample set as in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 13. The mean and standard deviation of the extracted watermark quality
in Fig. 12.

(a) (b) 

(a) (b)

Fig. 14. Results with different values ofα (a) α = 1, and (b)α = 10 (extreme
cases).

in Fig. 14(b) increased multi fold thus highly decreasing the
frame quality.

The extracted watermark from the received image, however,
has quality variations that follow a different trend. Fig. 15
shows the variation of the quality of the extracted watermark
for packet loss probability =0.09. Note that the quality
converges to a maximum value (32.11 dB in the case ofSail
image). The value ofα at which this maximum is achieved,
αthresh, can be defined as the smallestα after which there
is no substantial increase in the quality for increasingα. The
value ofαthresh for the Sail image is4.74.

Since increasingα would decrease the quality of the re-
ceived image/video frame, choosingα = αthresh would be
a start in finding the optimumα. However, even atαthresh,
we are not guaranteed a high quality of the received image.
Here, the optimum is found graphically by plotting the quality
variations of the received image and the extracted watermark
againstα variation and finding the point of intersection of
these two curves based on the assumption that the transmitter
has a good estimate of the channel losses (this can be achieved
by either using the feedback from the receiver or expecting
the channel to follow a particular probabilistic distribution
that closely approximates the real time channel losses). Fig.
16 shows this plot for theSail image for a mean packet
loss probability of0.09. As expected, the optimum value of
α (the point of intersection,4.19) lies below the value of
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Fig. 15. Result of watermark quality variation withα for a sample packet
loss probability of0.09. The plot also shows the convergence of watermark
quality for higher values ofα.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of extracted watermark quality with degrading frame
quality after watermark insertion.

αthresh. Also, since this value is close toαthresh, the non-
linear marker quality fluctuations seen in Fig. 13 are reduced
if not eliminated.

B. Effects on chrominance components

For the case of color images/video, losses are simulated
both in the RGB color space and the YCbCr color space. In the
latter case, even though the losses that affect all three channels
are considered, those that effect only the luminance channel
are given higher priority because most of the embedded
information in the YCbCr (YUV in case of H.263) color space
is mainly concentrated in the luminance channel.

The result of the algorithm implementation on theSail color
image are shown in Fig. 17. The original color image is
shown in Fig. 17(a), while Fig. 17(b) represents the received
image with errors due to wireless channel occurring in all
three channels of YCbCr color space (PSNRrec = 19.49). The
error concealed image with PSNRerc = 26.60 and the localized
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 17. (a)The original color image, (b)The received imagewith mean
loss probability of 0.15 and variance3% with loss occurring in all 3
channels (PSNR=19.4923), (c) The error concealed image using the data
hiding algorithm (PSNR=26.5968), and (d) The localized error corrected
image (PSNR=29.6880).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 18. (a)The original watermark color image, (b)The received watermark
for a mean loss probability of0.15 and variance3% when RGB channels
are embedded withα=5, (c) The extracted watermark for the same loss when
YCrCb channels (4:2:0) are embedded withα=5 , and (d) The extracted
watermark when YCrCb (4:2:0) channels are embedded withαY =3.75,
αCb=4.5, and αCr=5. Note that (b), (c), and (d) are inverse half-toned
images.

scaled error concealed image with PSNRloc = 29.69 are shown
in Figs. 17(c) and (d) respectively.

Here, the embedded color dithered watermark is in RGB
color space and all three channels are embedded into the
luminance channel of the image. The watermark can also
be converted into YCbCr color space before it is embedded.
This way, the implementation of the algorithm at the receiver
is much simpler. Besides, it helps in the compression of
data to be embedded. For example, instead of embedding the
entire color information, we can sub-sample the chrominance
components and embed the4:2:2 or 4:2:0 watermark in the
luminance channel of the original image/video frame. This
proves to be effective for codecs like H.263 where such kind
of sub-sampling is usually adopted.

The extracted watermark quality difference between em-
bedding the RGB channels of the watermark and embedding
the YCbCr channels is very little. This can be seen from
Fig. 18. The original color watermark, the extracted color
watermark from the received image (mean loss probability
= 0.15, loss variance =5%) when RGB channels of the
watermark are embedded (α = 5), and when YCbCr channels
are embedded (α = 5) are shown in Figs. 18(a), (b) and (c)
respectively. In fact, the simplicity in the implementation and
compression are the only reasons that make embedding sub-
sampled chrominance components more appealing.

The quality of the extracted color watermark can be further
improved if differentα values are used to embed each of the Y,
Cb, Cr channels independently. Fig. 18(d) shows the extracted
color watermark when theα values for luminance and the
chrominance components are3.75, 4.5, and5 respectively. In
this case, a reasonable improvement is seen in the quality of
the extracted watermark when compared to Figs. 18(b) and (c).
The values ofαY , αCb, andαCr are randomly chosen here
and may not be optimum for each of the individual channel’s
reconstruction. However, better results are expected if such
kind of optimization is performed.

C. Comparison with other techniques

Table. II shows the comparison of the proposed technique
and the techniques presented in [14]-[18] (obtained from [18]).
Note that the proposed algorithm gives an improvement of1-3
dB over the existing error concealment techniques.

An alternate method to achieve high level of error conceal-
ment performance is to transmit the low resolution version
of the image/video frame as a encoded side information. The
encoded bits of the low resolution image would be generated
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TABLE II

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON INPSNR (DB).

Image Sun’s Salama’s Wang’s Park’s Li’s Ours
Lena 23.93 23.99 24.41 24.96 26.46 28.23
Pepper 22.19 23.69 24.06 24.48 27.25 29.47
Zelda 26.35 27.13 26.40 27.36 28.33 29.08
Baboon 17.46 18.98 19.02 17.42 - 21.92

in the same manner as proposed. They would comprise the side
information and transmitted through the same channel instead
of embedding them in the source. This approach yield results
that are comparable to the proposed technique. However, there
are three problems with this approach:

• Side information can be appended to the encoded video,
but this addition incurs higher transmission bandwidth.
If however, the compression or encryption of the video
is increased to accommodate for the side information
without increasing the bandwidth, there would be an in-
crease in computational complexity. Data hiding provides
a seamless alternative to achieve this trade-off [34].

• Since the effects of the wireless channel are approximated
by independent or burst errors from packet losses, there
would be significant loss incurred in the low resolution
reference. Therefore, recovering the lost data of the high
resolution image would be very difficult if either the areas
where the losses occur match or higher losses occur in
the zoomed up low resolution image.

• More often than not, the compressed mark embedded
image requires more bits to be encoded than the com-
pressed original due to the higher entropy of the data
hiding process. However, the increase in the number of
bits is very small. For example, aHockey video frame of
size240× 320 was7899 bytes after compression, while
its marker was1085 bytes. The mark embedded image
was8015 bytes after compression. This implies that the
transmission of side information bits would require969
bytes more (and therefore higher bandwidth) than the
encoded data hidden signal.

Simulations have been carried out for the case of trans-
mitting the low resolution image as a data hidden watermark
(ECDH) and as encoded side channel information (ECSI) in
wireless scenario. Fig. 19(a) gives the PSNR versus loss rate
curves of the two techniques. It can be seen that ECDH per-
forms better at higher loss rates (up to3-4 dB improvement),
while the performance of both the techniques is comparable
at lower loss rates (up to about0.2). Note that at very low
packet loss probabilities (< 0.04), ECSI tends to give a better
performance. This may be due to the fact that the end result
of the ECDH suffers from minor data hiding defects, which
are rarely visible. Fig. 19(b) shows the variation in the PSNR
values of the received low resolution reference images.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The data hiding technique employed for error concealment
is efficient in protecting the low-low wavelet coefficients of
the frame from transmission errors by embedding multiple
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Fig. 19. PSNR vs. loss rate curves for the techniques of errorconcealment
using data hiding (ECDH) and error concealment using side information
(ECSI) for the Sail image. (a) PSNR of the reconstructed image and (b)
PSNR of the retrieved low resolution images.

scaled copies of these coefficients in the frame itself. A
localized scaling error concealment technique is implemented
for improving the perceptual quality of the video frames
affected with packet losses. Simulation results with analysis
have been presented for various loss rates. Wired to wireless,
gray scale to color, and image to video extensions to the
proposed algorithm are presented. Possible future work is in
the video processing extension. It includes exploiting motion
vector information to embed the watermark of the subsequent
P-frame in the current I-frame. Another future direction on
this would be to identify the areas in the image/video frame
where there is a little or no motion and embed the watermark
in those areas. This might prove to be useful since viewers
often tend to focus on the areas that contain high motion.

Another possible future direction would be to devise a
watermarking technique that is robust for this application.
Spread spectrum watermarking was considered here as a
proof of concept due to its ease of implementation in DCT
domain. However, it is not ideal for this application due to its
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large spreading gain and higher entropy. Quantization based
watermarking may be an alternative. A robust watermarking
technique that is targeted for error control applications still
needs to be developed.
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